Supplication to Lama Tharchin Rinpoche

RIM NYIY ZAB MÖ DÖN LA NGA WANG NYEY
You mastered the ultimate meaning of the profound two stages,

KUN TU ZANG PÖ GONG PA NGÖN DU GYUR
And actualized the wisdom realization of Samantabhadra.

MAY JUNG T’HAB KHAY DRO WAY Dé PÖN CHHOK
Supreme guide of beings with ingenious skillful means,

TSHÉ DRUB T’HAR CHHIN ZHAB LA SOL WA DEB
Venerable Tsedrup Tharchin, to you I pray.

Your vajra brother, Pema Dorje, wrote this at the behest of your sangyum, Pema Dechen, who requested me to compose a four-line verse of supplication.

July 22, 2016 The anniversary of Lama Tharchin Rinpoche’s third De-chö according to the Western calendar. Translated by Heidi Nevin.